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 Experts in the legal complexities of business 
De Brauw is known as the leading international law firm in the Netherlands.

Rooted deeply in the Dutch tradition of problem-solving and innovation, we offer high-end legal advice in corporate transactions, disputes and regulatory enforcement.

Our lawyers are widely recognised as leaders in their fields. Together, we form a strong collective, representing our clients, relentlessly pursuing excellence.

Our Expertise


 Highlighted topics 

Navigating uncertainties
Learn more
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ESG expertise
Learn more
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 News and   Matters 

19 March 2024Historic ruling: Dutch children may not be cut off from water supply due to non-payment
The Dutch government’s policy of disconnecting children from drinking water in the event of non-payment is unlawful. In a collective action brought by Defence for Children and the Dutch Section of the International Commission for Jurists (NJCM), the Hague Court of Appeal ruled today that the Dutch state and drinking water companies have acted unlawfully towards children and must reconnect children that were cut off. Defence for Children and NJCM were represented by De Brauw in collaboration with lawyers from PILP.
15 March 2024Chambers announced Europe 2024 rankings
We are pleased to announce our firm's results in the Chambers Europe 2024 rankings, where De Brauw secured top-tier rankings. Many thanks to our clients for their input throughout the process and their continued trust in our firm, their support is invaluable as we continue to deliver exceptional legal services. 
13 March 2024TenneT secures EUR 25 billion loan facility from its sole shareholder the Dutch State
De Brauw supported TenneT in attracting a EUR 25 billion bridge loan facility from its shareholder, the Dutch State. While TenneT and the Dutch State are exploring a potential sale of TenneT's German operations to KfW, acting on behalf of the German State, the Dutch state has provided a bridge loan facility of EUR 25 billion to TenneT, safeguarding TenneT’s planned investments in the Netherlands and Germany for 2024 and 2025.

All NewsRecent Matters
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 If you want to go far   - go together 
We are incredibly proud of our people, wherever they are. They create and define the culture of De Brauw. We all share the same core qualities: courageous team-players, passionate about what we do, with the grit and curiosity required to get to the best possible result for our client, together.


We continuously strive for diverse teams - it simply makes us better. Our unique personalities, experiences, and individual perspectives make us sharper and keep us humble. Many of our top business leaders and members of the judiciary come up through our own ranks, and pass our firm from one generation to the next.

Do you want to join us? We would love to hear from you.

Learn more about our people
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